January 22, 2010

More Updates from Haiti!

The UN Clearing the Area of Debris

The UN Getting Ready for the Day

More Injured Arrive at the Clinic

UN Tanks Getting Ready
to Go Reach Out to Smaller Villages

Here are some Friday Morning Up-dates from Joy …….Yesterday there were two large
aftershocks again sending people to the ground!
Pastor Antoine was carrying a large bucket of water and when the ground shook he fell flat on
his back and the water spilled all over him. He said that most people are staying strong but many
are suicidal and don’t see any hope to live anymore.
Last night no one slept well because there were 3 aftershocks during the night but the people in
Neply were still up and having a prayer service at 4:00 am as they have been every morning!!
They know that GOD is all they have to hang onto right now and they are seeking Him day and
night.

Pastor Antoine told me (Joy) that yesterday over 200 people from the Leogane area were rescued
by the US Marines and brought to our clinic and are being treated. Pastor Antoine said that the
smell is so bad in Neply from all the wounded people they are finding who have severe
infections. Today they expect that if they keep locating more wounded people from the Leogane
area we could have another 200 brought to Neply by the end of the day. We are so thankful that
we are able to have a place for the UN to work from and that our Haitian staff can offer
assistance.
Today temporary shelters made of plastic tarps are being set up in our villages and surrounding
areas.
We appreciate your prayers and continued donations!!!
Joy Jones (Madame Jwa)
Executive Program Coordinator
Haiti Missions
905-984-4230

"Compassion IS the Heart of God!"

